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Abstract
The period of Mbeki’s ascendancy witnessed an upsurge in African and/or black
racial nationalism in the country’s ruling circles, one whose effects are still being felt
under the presidency of the more nonracial Jacob Zuma. This paper offers a critique
of this new phenomenon from a liberal-egalitarian normative standpoint. Five
conceptual premises of the new racial nationalism, the paper argues, lie at the root
of what is normatively problematic about it. These are a group-based theory of moral
agency, personality and standing; a race-based, unitary and teleological conception
of peoplehood; an over-applied microcosmic theory of racial representation; the
prioritisation of deontological racial justice in the assignment of persons to producer
places over consequentialist social-welfare considerations regarding the provision
of goods; and a crudely ‘postcolonial’ theory of knowledge and power. Four negative
consequences flow from these conceptions: neglect of interpersonal equality and the
poor, gratuitous social division, incipient authoritarianism, and policy irrationalism.

Introduction
The period of the Mbeki presidency in South Africa (1999-2008) was marked
by the unmistakable rise of African or black nationalism in what might
loosely be termed the country’s ruling circles – in the person of Thabo Mbeki
himself, in the executive, parliament, national broadcaster, media, the ANC’s
Western Cape and Youth League leadership, black business, legal and
literary circles, in areas of academe, and in civil society. Expressed in
phenomena as diverse as AIDS denialism and defensiveness about
government corruption, pro-Mugabe apologetics and the formation of a
‘Native Club’, this nationalism appeared at odds with Nelson Mandela’s
non-racial nation-building, the non-racial discourse ascendant in the ANC
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from the 1950s and some of Mbeki’s own more racially inclusive positions
(Mbeki 1996, 2003: 170). The new racial nationalism blurs the distinction
between the ANC and its one-time Black Consciousness (BC) rivals. Whereas
BC activists coming under Charterist sway in the late 1970s and early 1980s
did so on the ANC’s non-racial terms, joiners under Mbeki appeared to find
the ANC and ANC-led government congenial places to pursue racial-
nationalist agendas.1

The trajectory of this new racial nationalism has been more complicated
under President Jacob Zuma. Zuma seems personally inclined to non-
racialism. He incorporated the Afrikaner Vryheidsfront Plus into his cabinet,
even while evicting the BC-oriented Azanian People’s Organisation. He
slapped down a proposal by ANC Youth League President Julius Malema to
conduct a public ‘debate’ on race (Political Bureau, IOL News 2009). For their
part, the trade unionists and Communists that helped propel Zuma to power
focus more on class than race redress.2  The race-driven HIV/AIDS policy of
the Mbeki era has been abandoned.  Yet prominent figures in the ANC and
Zuma coalition have inveighed against white, coloured and Indian prominence
in public life, sports and the economy, occluding the president’s non-racial
gestures. They include Malema, Parliamentary Sports Portfolio Committee
chair Butana Khompela and Black Management Forum President Jimmy
Manyi (Taylor and Granger 2008, Malefane 2009, Hartley and De Lange
2011). Manyi, the country’s most doctrinaire racial quota advocate, briefly
served as Director-General in the Department of Labour. Indeed if pro-Mbeki
nationalist figures suffered political oblivion with the ousting of the former
President, others survived and even flourished by aligning themselves with
the new power.3 Organised black business, a key racial-nationalist
constituency, hitched itself to Zuma once it was reassured that his government
intended continuing Mbeki-era Black Economic Empowerment policies
(Harper et al 2009). Anchored in a rising business and professional elite and
in the government and ruling party, the new racial nationalism seems set to
influence policymaking and public discourse for a while to come.

Some may question how much this new racial nationalism amounts to in
practice, especially given continued white affluence and economic power.
Its bark is indeed sometimes worse than its bite – though the bark can
intimidate critics, black and white, who find the ‘race card’ played against
them. There is, moreover, plenty bite. The new nationalism champions
policies that benefit black elites, arguably at the expense of the black poor.
Race-driven Mbeki-era policies on AIDS and Zimbabwe were complicit in the
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destruction of hundreds of thousands of lives (see Mangcu 2008:49-82). The
new nationalism is thus open to critique on democratic, egalitarian and
human-rights grounds, and this paper contributes towards such a critique.

The approach chosen here is normative-philosophical. I identify and
evaluate the new nationalism’s substantive claims, seeking a measure of
their consistency with particular normative commitments (whether self-
proclaimed by the racial nationalists or external). My normative yardstick is
liberal-egalitarian – in effect, democratic or liberal socialist.4 It is used here
to gauge the extent to which the new racial nationalism advances liberal-
egalitarian commitments, in particular to liberal democracy and substantive
social equality. The discussion addresses both racial nationalists who
ostensibly share these commitments and fellow liberal egalitarians or liberal
socialists concerned to evaluate the new nationalism from (as it were) the
outside. To both it offers grounds for skepticism about the new nationalism’s
normative defensibility.

Two notes
The paper posits that ideas matter and deserve respect in their own right.
Racial-nationalist discourse is here taken seriously as sources of claims that
need to be evaluated for their persuasiveness and consistency with particular
normative commitments rather than relativised, in postfoundationalist
fashion, as a textual performance implicated in the discursive construction
of (or resistance to) social power.

Since there is no unifying racial-nationalist manifesto readily available for
such rational evaluation, the object of investigation has first to be constructed
from fragments (speeches, documents, political interventions, books). The
following discussion thus depends on the author’s own (re)construction of
the object (racial nationalism) as something that can be meaningfully talked
about and whose underlying logics can be detected.

Since the author is a white South African and self-identified liberal-leftist,
what follows is open to being read as a protest on behalf of a bloc displaced
by Mbeki-era Africanism. I will not pre-emptively refute this interpretation,
which probably contains some truth; but if I am right in my preceding
remarks, arguments, including those of the new racial nationalists and my
own, deserve to be addressed in their own right, whatever ‘interests’ they
allegedly rationalise. In my self-understanding at least, the following
arguments come at racial nationalism from its left, and voice legitimate
concerns of the poor of whatever race and of citizens in general. Though
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formed in a spirit of skepticism about all nationalisms, they moreover
proceed from a recognition that black/African racial nationalism constitutes
an understandable response to centuries of brutality and that, as one of the
nationalisms of the historically oppressed, it is in no way morally equivalent
to nationalisms of the oppressor, including Afrikaner nationalism.

The new racial nationalism: setting the scene
The new racial nationalism does what nationalisms do: it seeks self-
determination and all-round flourishing for its constituency ‘nation’. Like
other nationalist movements of the dominated, it understands the realisation
of this goal to require emancipating the people from political, economic and
psychological oppression, in South Africa’s case at the hands of colonial
and white-settler forces that subjected blacks to centuries of domination,
deprivation and psychic injury. The new racial nationalism is racial in its
commitment to a racially defined people, nationalist in its dedication to their
political self-determination.

The new racial nationalism does not introduce significant innovations
within African nationalist thought, though it includes some distinctive
preoccupations, notably with ‘representivity’ (see below).  Its newness has
more to do with its particularity as a post-1994 South African phenomenon.
It is newly influential, marks a new ‘moment’ of black-elite reaction against
Mandela-style racial conciliation and is sociologically novel, finding its
anchorage in a rising and, since 1994, influential black middle and capitalist
class.

Defining this nationalism doctrinally is complicated by the instability of
its national referent. The new racial nationalists sometimes speak for black/
African people; sometimes for ‘blacks’ in the inclusive sense propagated by
BC, which includes coloureds and Indians; and sometimes for all three
groups, but in a ranked fashion, with Africans understood as the most
authentically black and/or the blacks most deserving of redress (because
historically the most oppressed).

The problem of definition is complicated further by the fact that many new
racial nationalists have signed up to other ideologies that stand in tension
with racial nationalism, including constitutional liberal democracy and
socialism. From one angle, this paper can be viewed as documenting the
friction between black/African nationalism and (i) liberal-democratic values
of inclusive citizenship, individual liberty and political pluralism and (ii)
social-democratic or socialist values of socio-economic equality. Since
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many new racial nationalists are ostensibly committed to one or both of these
latter value sets, demonstrating the failure of the new nationalism to match
up to them does not amount to stating the self-evident. My hope is that, to
the contrary, it illuminates ways in which the new racial nationalism threatens
widely shared normative underpinnings of South Africa’s post-1994 order.

Five conceptual premises of the new racial nationalism, I argue, lie at the
root of what is normatively problematic about it. These are: a group-based
theory of moral agency, personality and standing; a race-based, unitary and
teleological conception of peoplehood; an over-applied microcosmic theory
of racial representation; prioritisation of justice in the allocation of producer
places over social-welfare considerations in respect of the provision of
goods; and a crudely ‘postcolonial’ theory of knowledge and power. Four
negative consequences, I suggest, flow from these conceptions: neglect of
interpersonal equality and the poor, gratuitous social division; incipient
authoritarianism; and policy irrationalism.

Group-based theory of moral agency, personality and standing
Like all compelling political programmes, nationalism makes claims about
what and, typically, who is right or wrong. Because nationalism deals in
groups, its practitioners impute moral qualities of good and evil, at least in
the first instance, to peoples rather than individuals, so that one group (the
nationally oppressed) is deemed sinned against, the other (the national
oppressor) to be sinners. There is often an underlying basis of truth in these
depictions: some national groups have historically oppressed others (as
whites have blacks in South Africa), creating a moral asymmetry between
them. But different types of nationalists will read these identifications as
more or less exact, making more or less allowance for villains in their own
ranks or heroes in the ranks of the national other. They will also make more
or less allowance for the universality of human goodness and moral frailty.

South Africa’s new racial nationalism makes few such allowances. Its
ideologues identify whites collectively and essentially with the category of
oppressors and blacks with that of the oppressed. If this seems unsurprising
given South Africa’s history of white domination and the ANC’s longstanding
prioritisation of ‘blacks in general and Africans in particular’, these
identifications grate against discourses that acquired influence in the
Congress movement after roughly 1950. These publicised three categories
that cut across racial lines. One was that of the ‘democrat’ (as in ‘Congress
of Democrats’), a term that covered whites who identified with the anti-
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apartheid struggle. (The term ‘progressive’ sometimes played the same role.)
The second was that of the proletarian, a leading figure in the revolutionary
scheme of the South African Communist Party. While committed since 1928
to an alliance between the proletariat and the national oppressed as a whole,
the party never conflated workers with the black population. The third was
that of the citizen (or alternatively the resident). The Freedom Charter of 1955
proclaimed that South Africa belonged to ‘all who live in it, black and white’.
This formulation, repeated in the current constitution, implied that whites
(and not just white ‘democrats’ and ‘progressives’) could look forward to
full citizenship in a future South Africa defined in civic-territorial terms. The
new nationalist approach, by contrast, is closer in spirit to Senghor’s
espousal of an essentially biological ‘negritude’5 or BC’s privileging of a
mental Blackness for which however only members of oppressed races are
eligible (or, in its later leftward inflection, its identification of blacks with the
proletariat). Racial-nationalist conceptions like these never disappeared
from the post-1950 ANC’s discursive repertoire, but the Mbeki tenure
provided an occasion for their unprecedented resurgence.

The new nationalism’s group-based, dichotomising moral theory finds
expression in three problematic dispositions. These are towards a Manichean
narration of the South African story; the moral subsumption of individuals
in race groups; and the appropriation of race-group moral capital by
particular individuals or elites.

Manichean narration refers to the representation of history as a pared-
down morality tale. White power inflicted on blacks countless oppressions:
economic exploitation and exclusion, inferior services, totalitarian controls
on movement and settlement, daily indignities. Demonstrating its
overshadowing evil is easily (and more credibly) done without sacrificing
historical complexity. Simplicity, however, is what Manichean narrators
strain for above all. There is little room in their telling of the past for, say,
oppressive precolonial relationships, torture in ANC camps or the ‘necklacing’
of suspected informers in the 1980s; equally, little room for anti-apartheid
whites or the notion that the nature of the South African state before 1990
allowed scope for oppositional strategies that did not centre on military
struggle. Race-conscious Manichaeism probably explains then Deputy-
President Mbeki’s reluctance to accept the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission’s attribution of ‘gross human rights violations’ to the ANC.
The problem for Mbeki was not (I suggest) just that it implied moral
equivalence of apartheid/anti-apartheid: the anti-apartheid struggle’s
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violation of ethical rules for wartime conduct could be acknowledged
without ceding its claim to being a just cause. More plausibly, the TRC’s
findings affronted Mbeki’s preferred narrative of a noble people pitted
against limitless evil (see Gevisser 2007: 711-2, Mbeki 2003: 127-9). For
Mbeki, it seems, this ‘people’ either did not perpetrate crimes or their cause
was so overpoweringly just that it redeemed any means used to prosecute
it. Manichean narratives of this kind wrongly legitimate crimes in the name
of good causes; they also ground a self-righteousness in elements of the
black elite that mirrors in some ways the more egregious self-exculpation
practiced by unreconstructed whites.

Closely associated with the assignment of essential moral qualities to
groups is a reduction of individuals to their assigned group essences. One
variant of this subdiscourse assumes whites to be collectively morally
suspect, blacks morally pristine. Denying black people agency, it reduces
social maladies that have appeared amongst blacks (like materialist
consumerism) to the effects of white indoctrination and dehumanisation.
While too little is done to challenge the materially privileged position
enjoyed by many whites or to address grave social inequalities generally,
whites and blacks are called upon (almost as if in compensation) symbolically
to occupy collective identities as perpetrators and victims respectively.
Thus some racial nationalists deride public alarm (shared by blacks and
whites alike) about large-scale violent crime as a coded depiction of blacks
as perpetrators, but treat a single white massacre-perpetrator as emblematic
of the untransformed character of an entire racial minority (Mbeki 2003: 59,
91, Ratshitanga 2009). Blacks re-enter history post-apartheid rich in moral
capital, much like Jews after the Holocaust, whereas whites are morally
capital-poor. However understandable, this capital allocation generates
feelings of injustice amongst whites who are judged by their groupness
rather than their individuality. It also delegitimises white progressives who
joined the struggle against apartheid, reducing them to the whiteness that
they struggled to escape.

A more interesting variant of group subsumption treats the moral essences
of particular race groups as free-floating, capable of occupying individuals
of different race groups. In a highly unusual example, the white rugby player
Luke Watson, scion of an old anti-apartheid family, was supposedly treated
by some ANC-aligned sports apparatchiks as black for team selection
purposes. More typically, racial nationalists characterise black critics of the
ANC as ‘coconuts’ (Memela 2007, 2008) or people with ‘black faces’ who are
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‘not really black’ (Malema, quoted in Maughan 2009) – in effect, phenotypical
blacks with white moral essences. Such critics are assumed to be either
controlled by whites or to have dissolved into the white cultural world. But
while they are essentially white they are also, paradoxically, accused of
betraying their essential blackness, with black authenticity appearing to
reside in an alignment of black moral and physical states (or essences).
Whiteness is thus a condition of turpitude that belongs authentically to
whites but inauthentically to blacks. This dualistic essentialism delegitimises
white critics of ANC but doubly delegitimises black critics, who are deemed
both morally in bad condition and a self-alienated fringe.

The moral conflation of individuals with races produces a third disposition,
this one in the sphere of distributive justice. In the perspective of the racial
nationalists who support BEE, individual members of the black race group
can lay claim to disproportionate personal shares of national wealth and
income on the basis of their blackness. They do this because their
appropriative act extends the black group’s collective share of wealth and
income; insofar as they serve as symbolic embodiments of their group, and
perhaps as sources of inspiration to it; and insofar as they are assumed
(problematically) to be inherently more willing and able than whites to
deploy their resources in ways that benefits the black masses. Particular
black individuals thus become bearers of group-wide black moral entitlements
or claims. Inequalities between blacks are legitimated on the grounds that
they contribute to aggregate intergroup equality.6

A race-based, unitary and purposive conception of peoplehood
The new racial nationalism operates in a constitutionally pluralistic, civic-
territorial, procedurally-democratic polity, but its practitioners articulate a
conception of national peoplehood that belongs to a different ideological
space: one in which the people is racialised, unitary and purposive.

The people is racialised insofar as it is black, or black above all; those
who are not black (and sometimes those who are not African) belong to the
people, and indeed to the polity, in a more conditional way, as guests or
visitors or (at best) as adoptees, but in any event are expected to act black
in cultural terms – ‘learn kwaito, dance like Lebo, dress like Madiba’
(Makgoba in MacGregor 2006). Blackness (like Africanness) in these terms
is a combination of phenotypical, mental, moral and cultural elements that
both constitute or ‘populate’ the people as racialised bodies and define the
people’s culture and world-view  (see MacDonald 2006: 165, Chipkin 2007).
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Though lacking requisite bodies, whites are called upon to absorb the
culture and world-view, including its attendant obligations.

In one sense the new racial nationalism is joining South Africa to the
dominant nineteenth and twentieth century stream of nation-building,
according to which states are nation-states defined by dominant, typically
majority cultures. But even this hegemonic type allows different ways of
imagining the nation-building function of the majority culture. South Africa’s
new racial nationalism gravitates to an ethnic rather than civic conception;
rather than treating the majority culture as a source of shared language or
thin universal norms, it seeks to anchor national culture in a particular
people. In pessimistic moments it questions the very possibility of a common
South African nationhood, as when Mbeki referred to South Africa as ‘two
nations’, the one white and prosperous, the other black and poor (see Mbeki
1998). The new nationalism is thus at odds with the multiculturalist trends
at work in a number of established democracies in the 1980s and 1990s – and
which many South Africans themselves embraced under the banner of ‘the
rainbow nation’.

The people in the new nationalism is also unitary insofar as it is bound
by an elemental oneness, or at least by a moral obligation of solidarity. Here
the obligation to think and act in particular ways falls above all on blacks,
rather than on whites: that is, blacks (here defined phenotypically) are
expected to demonstrate solidarity with their racial fellows and support
national black leadership rather than give backing, make concessions or
offer ideological ammunition to whites. Thus, for example, black journalists
are expected to contribute to ANC-defined ‘nation-building’, on pain of
being labelled ‘house natives’, ‘native assistants’, ‘askaris’ or ‘paid-for
counter-revolutionary sellouts’ (Memela 2007, 2008, Roberts 2007: 242-64,
Mangcu 2008: 37-48).

Finally, the people is purposive: it consists not of citizens and diverse
voluntary associations choosing among multiple conceptions of the good,
but possesses a telos: a common national project, typically understood as
a state-directed and developmental one harnessed to the aims of racial
justice, collective black self-determination and black prosperity. The ANC’s
‘national democratic revolution’ is the reigning example of such a project.
There is no reason why parties in a democratic polity should not propose
long-term national projects and, backed by popular mandate, seek to implement
them. The challenge for pluralism arises when the project of collective social
progress comes to be seen as the property of a particular party and the
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constitutional state as the instrument of its mission.7 Political actors who
endorse a ruling party’s sole custodianship of black liberation will (like
Mbeki 1997, 2003) naturally perceive its opponents as anti-black and
political pluralism as a luxury, the more so where the country confronts
daunting redress and developmental challenges.

The Communist originators of the ANC’s ‘national democratic revolution’
understood it as a nationalist means to socialist ends rather than as a
nationalist instrument as such. In democratic terms though there is little to
choose between a nationalist and Communist-led NDR; both entail an
authoritarian, indeed Leninist, vanguardism. The ANC and SACP do currently
observe liberal-democratic rules; these are inscribed in a venerated
Constitution not easily cast aside. The point is to note the operation of an
alternative, more authoritarian logic within the world-view of the new
dominant elites, one whose effects may already be perceptible in efforts to
rein in the judiciary, press and the public broadcaster.8

An over-applied microcosmic theory of racial representation
The new racial nationalists are preoccupied with racial representivity: the
notion that apartheid-defined racial groups should be represented ‘at all
levels and in all sectors’ in proportion to their numbers in the population
(Manyi in Barron 2009; see also Manyi 2008). Nothing links this idea
inherently to the majoritarian nationalism espoused by the new racial
nationalists. On the contrary, if ethno-racial nationalism seeks homogenised
nation states, proportional group representation typically aims to
institutionalise diversity and minority representation.

In certain contexts, though, proportional group representation suits
majority-group nationalists. Blacks make up 91 per cent (Africans 80 per
cent) of the South African population, yet are hugely under-represented in
many spheres of public life, including business, the professions and some
sports. Achieving proportionality in this circumstance means extending, not
limiting, the majority’s share of power, wealth and income. To determine
whether proportional racial representation is nevertheless defensible in
liberal-egalitarian terms we need to scrutinise the theory of representation
underlying it. This theory is, I suggest, one of microcosmic representation.
It requires brief explication (see Pitkin 1967, Birch 1978, Judge 1999).

In political theory, to represent a person is to make them present in some
sense in a place where they physically are not. Symbolic representation
aside, there are two ways that a representative can ‘re-present’ someone.
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According to the delegative or principal-agent model, the representative is
an agent entrusted to represent the interests and/or the opinions of the
principal. It does not matter for this model whether the agent is bodily or
sociologically like the principal: the principal is expressing confidence in the
agent’s beliefs, judgment and character.

Microcosmic representation expresses a different logic. Its representatives
constitute, precisely, a microcosm (or miniature) of the population they
represent. As a group they reproduce the demographic make-up of the
represented population, sharing its composition in respect of whatever
characteristics (such as race, sex or class) are deemed salient for
representational purposes.

What follows is an exploration of how arguments for and against
microcosmic racial representation stack up in three South African arenas:
democratic political representation, professional-managerial recruitment,
and sport. While the new nationalists target the latter two (in which blacks
are under-represented), the three-way comparison illuminates issues at
stake in each sphere. The upshot of the following reflections is that a case
can be made for some microcosmic racial representation in the three arenas,
but that the new racial nationalists seek to apply the principle more sweepingly
to the latter two arenas than is required by a plausible account of the
purposes of representation.

In the field of democratic representation the best argument for a
microcosmic ‘politics of presence’ (Phillips 1995) is that all sectors of
society, but especially the more marginalised, need to have people inside
parliamentary assemblies who share their interests and experiences. While
voters can authorise people unlike themselves to carry out election
manifestoes, issues arise between elections that were not raised during the
preceding electoral campaign. At such times weaker groups need to be
‘present’ in the decision-making arena to ensure that their concerns are
aired. A secondary argument for microcosmic presence in parliaments is that
it symbolically affirms inclusion and equality. The weakest argument is that
it secures justice for parliamentary candidates from under-represented
groups. This is the weakest of the three arguments, because representatives
are mandated to seek justice for their constituents, not themselves; but it is
not nugatory, since parliamentary candidates are citizens like any other,
entitled to fair access to offices and resources.

The key advantage of a proportional-representation (PR) electoral system
is that it facilitates a microcosmic presence in parliament of a population’s
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ideas and its bodies. Policy and ideological preferences are proportionately
represented when seats are allocated to manifesto-bearing parties according
to their share of the popular vote. Proportional representation of ethnic,
racial, gender and social groups is facilitated by the use of party-approved
candidate lists, which enable parties to offer demographically balanced
slates of candidates in multi-member constituencies. PR has been particularly
effective in balancing gender representation in countries where it operates,
including South Africa. In respect of racial representation South Africa’s PR
system addresses the concerns of the black majority (who effectively
determine which parties predominate in the National Assembly and hence
government) while enabling minorities to secure more representatives than
they would under first-past-the-post constituency voting. PR addresses the
concerns of different race groups without building in explicit or mandatory
racial representation, thus giving voters the option of voting non-racially.
For all these reasons the legitimate demands of microcosmic representation
are satisfied by South Africa’s electoral system in a way that meets a range
of democratic and egalitarian challenges. South Africans complaining about
the system would be foolish if, in promoting the electoral reforms that are
indeed needed to reduce power of party bosses, they sacrificed the current
system’s proportionality.

The argument for racial proportionality among professional and
managerial personnel in public and private organisations raises the
charged matter of affirmative action. As in the case of democratic
representation, supporters of racial microcosmic representation in the
professions and management can argue that all groups, but especially
under-represented and historically subordinate ones, need to be present in
places – in this instance the commanding heights of organisational power
– where decisions are made that affect the population more widely. Here,
though, there is a difficulty: these group ‘representatives’ (professionals,
managers) are (unlike parliamentarians) generally not mandated to represent
a constituency. In South Africa a portion will be ‘deployed’ cadres, mandated
by the ruling party to serve the party or people, but affirmative-action
beneficiaries are mostly ‘free agents’: they are permitted to seek status,
power or financial security above all for themselves or their families and
dependants. Parliamentary representatives may also in practice seek status,
power or money for themselves and their families and dependants, but they
are at least formally obliged to represent a popular constituency and, at least
in principle, their legitimacy and political survival depends on doing so. It
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is thus questionable whether blacks as a whole are ‘made present’ in power
by the success of some in obtaining professional and managerial posts.

Then there is the argument from symbolic representation. As in the
parliamentary case, racial microcosmic representation in the professions and
management symbolises black inclusion and may inspire black individual
aspiration (via role models). The symbolic case carries an obvious force, but
its strength depends on how effectively the wider constituency – in South
Africa’s case, blacks – feel symbolically affirmed by the rise of professionals
and managers from their own ranks. The empirical evidence for their doing
so is mixed at best (Johnson 2009: 114, 428). The aspirational ‘role model’
defence carries force too, though it encounters an objection from what might
be called a strong egalitarianism, one concerned with outcomes as well as
opportunities: it is not possible for all citizens to upwardly mobilise into the
elite – unless, that is, manual labour is to be performed exclusively by
machines or non-nationals. It is also compromised for egalitarians where, as
commonly in South Africa, elites offer the wrong kinds of role model: models,
say, of success through self-interested accumulation rather than selfless
public service.

Another argument for microcosmic representation in the professions and
management is that it secures justice for ‘historically disadvantaged
individuals’, removing race-based obstacles to their success and enabling
them to compete fairly with previously-advantaged candidates. The
individual-justice case for managerial and professional candidates is stronger
than for parliamentary candidates precisely because AA beneficiaries are
not representatives of a wider constituency: they are normatively permitted
to seek justice for themselves rather than ‘their people’. Moreover, whereas
elective office is open to a tiny proportion of the population at a given time
– so that its significance is properly judged primarily for its effects on larger
numbers of others – the professional and managerial strata could form a
middle class whose expansion in the longer run directly lifts significant
numbers out of poverty in its own right. Individual justice might thus
translate into justice for a lot of people.

While egalitarians naturally affirm that individuals should not be unjustly
disadvantaged on grounds of their race, they may nevertheless object that
the proportional representation of race groups in management and the
professions does not necessarily ensure either justice in individual cases,
or a just distribution of goods across society. It does not translate into
personal justice where black (or black/African) candidates who have not
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self-evidently been disadvantaged by their blackness, materially or otherwise,
are given preference over white (or coloured or Indian) candidates who are
materially or otherwise worse off than they. In such cases blackness (or
Africanness) is a source or morally arbitrary advantage. Much more
importantly (in terms of numbers affected), justice for individual black
candidates in elite occupations does not necessarily translate into justice
or advancement for blacks as a whole. Elites should be multiracialised, but
egalitarians will be wary of situations where black elite justice appears to be
given priority over a concern for the just distribution of goods in society as
a whole or where it accompanies or legitimates deepening interpersonal
inequality.

A final consideration concerns the represented public’s interest in the
output generated by ‘representatives’ – in their record of ‘delivery’ to the
public and country. Even more so than with elected representatives, who
decide political ends rather than technical means, the public has a direct
interest in the technical proficiency of experts and managers; it is the
public’s interest in efficient instrumentality that experts and managers
arguably ‘represent’ above all. The risk is that dogmatic affirmative action,
which prioritises political connections and race over technical qualification,
will serve the masses inadequately. In its focus on ‘who’ does jobs, it
threatens to neglect the public’s interest in ‘what’ gets done. Where the
black public has a particular interest in instrumental representation rather
than symbolic or bodily representation as an end in itself, as I have
suggested is the case in the professions and management, this ranking could
result in representational failure (see MacDonald 2006: 168-73). It also
amounts to a particular kind of moral or normative shortcoming, as will be
argued in the next section.

Finally, sport. What is the argument for microcosmic racial representation
here? It has little to do with fair representation in decision-making arenas.
More important is the matter of justice for historically disadvantaged (black)
players, for whom racial quotas offer a way through barriers of anti-black
discrimination in historically white-dominated sports. Microcosmic under-
representation may also indicate unjust racial discrimination in sporting
codes and the wider society – and underline, therefore, the need to purge
racist administrators and fans, ensure equal access to training facilities and
ultimately create a more equal society.

More debatable is whether microcosmic representation gets at the deeper
roots of black under-representation in sports. Certainly quotas do not
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themselves tackle racial inequalities in the allocation of sports-relevant
resources, whether within sporting bodies or society.

A further difficulty is that black under-representation in teams may
indicate dynamics other than racism. South African blacks are more passionate
about the domestic football game than whites; whites are more interested in
cricket and rugby. It is logically possible that overwhelming black
predominance in footballing ranks, and over-representation of whites in
cricket and rugby, reflects the freely expressed preferences of citizens for
different sports. If that is the case, then sporting quotas are liable to cut
across the grain of ‘spontaneous’ preference formation. Moreover
populations with attachments to particular sports (like Afrikaners to rugby)
may perceive quotas as a cultural assault. In reality black under-representation
in cricket and rugby is likely to reflect both racism and popular preferences.
Determining their relative weight requires, inter alia, good information
about the racial make-up of fan bases and player pools. Problematically,
though, the important distinction between these two possible sources of
differential racial presence is rarely given its due in public discussion.

There is another argument for microcosmic representation in sport that
is concerned less with overcoming discrimination than with the capacity of
a team to ‘stand in’ for society: to represent it symbolically. Unfair treatment
of black players itself has a symbolic dimension: it symbolically oppresses
blacks. But for racial nationalists the issue of symbolic representation goes
beyond this. Without microcosmic racial representation (or ‘quotas’) in
sports, they imply, blacks will not be able to identify with teams, most
importantly national teams. They will not feel physically ‘present’ (or re-
presented) in the teams, and thus will not share the teams’ joys or heartbreaks.
Whether under-representation of blacks evidences racism or not, the
nationalists seem to be saying, national teams should be racially
representative, otherwise how can they said to be national?

Yet, is microcosmic racial representivity the relevant measure of symbolic
representation? To clarify this, let us consider two senses in which citizens
seek symbolic representation in national sports teams: vicarious and
expressive.

Vicarious representation occurs when citizens perceive the performance
of teams as somehow their own. The implication of racial-nationalist discourse
is that vicarious representation is barred if your own racial kind is not
proportionately present in teams. But why should this be so? Our sporting
representatives may differ from us in bodily and other ways, but ‘we’
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perceive them as ‘us’ because, for example, they are fellow citizens, emerge
from common experiences or share cultural traits. To suggest that race bars
vicarious representation is to posit that race difference trumps all dimensions
of symbolic sameness. If one allows for the possibility of cross-racial
identification, then the population’s vicarious interest is surely represented
by the team that has the best chance of winning, irrespective of race. The
vicarious interest in victory supports some use of quotas, since these can
expose unrecognised talent capable of bolstering national sides; but it
supports quotas only to the extent that they perform this function.

Expressive representation occurs when a national team portrays the kind
of society we would like to think that we are. South Africans might, for
example, want to present themselves to the world as a ‘rainbow nation’,
where the rainbow effect depends, at least in part, on racial diversity. But
racial diversity does not necessarily depend on racial proportionality;
indeed proportional racial representation limits racial diversity in South
Africa, a country where its literal implementation would render teams
overwhelmingly African. Maximum racial diversity, as opposed to
interpersonal equality, is presumably achieved when groups are equally
represented in absolute, not proportional, terms.9 It does not follow that
diversity trumps proportional representation, which can be defended
separately on egalitarian grounds (since it counts individuals equally in
determining group quotas); and the moderate use of quotas in national
teams is anyway diversity-friendly, ensuring that all groups find some
representation. But there is no diversity-based argument, just as there is no
unproblematic vicarious case, for strict racial proportionalism in sport.

What goes for sport, goes for microcosmic representation generally.
Microcosmic representation has its place in a liberal-egalitarian scheme;
thoughtfully used, it can result in a better representation of subordinate
groups, foster diversity, advance justice and realise talent. The danger lies
in dogmatic affirmative action: its implementation in a manner that does not
give due weight to the distinctions, provisos and counter-considerations
discussed above. The implication of the preceding is that the new racial
nationalists, lacking an adequate theory of representation, support a too-
sweeping and too-zealous application of the microcosmic principle. In the
process, they champion some applications that could confound the effort
to create an equitable, diverse and prosperous society – goals that constitute
the principle’s public rationale.10
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Prioritisation of racial justice in the allocation of producer places
over public interest in provision of goods and service
The discourse of the new nationalism veers towards what may be termed a
producerist bias in its quest for black advancement. Its preoccupation with
racial justice in the assignment of persons to producer places – places in the
professions, management and business – operates in a relationship of
tension with the requirements of welfare for the wider population, above all
for the poor majority.

The affirmative promotion of the previously disadvantaged into producer
places can enhance service to the poor. It may (and does) recruit into
productive roles individuals whose skills and talents might otherwise go
unrecognised, or who bring special assets to their work, such as ‘local
knowledge’ or empathy with the poor. Equally, though, the policy can (and
does) promote candidates who, because of inadequate education, training,
mentoring and experience – a product inter alia of apartheid’s legacy of
educational inequality and continuing failure in the educational system – are
unable to meet the requirements of their roles or to serve adequately the
interests of consumers of their output.  It may also (and does) provide a cover
for political cronyism, the appointment of politically-connected individuals
under the cover of affirmative action, sometimes at the expense of the most
technically qualified black candidates. There is enough evidence that
dogmatic race-based recruitment has, by these direct and indirect routes,
contributed to failures of service provision in local government, health care,
education, the criminal justice system, land reform and the energy sector
(Atkinson 2010: 370, Johnson 2009: 70-1, 172-5, 446-506, Ngoma 2009, Picard
2005, Southall 2007, 2010: 12, Gumede 2009: 55-62). Since the process has
advanced most rapidly in the state, the main victims of this are the poor, the
stratum most dependent on state provision.

The tension between dogmatic affirmative action and popular welfare can
be understood in terms familiar to moral philosophy. The demand that blacks
get their fair share of producer places appeals to justice in the deontological
sense: it seeks the realisation of a right or entitlement. Provided that such
a right or entitlement exists, it is unjust to deny positions to rights-bearers
in the interests of collective welfare. The argument that producers are
morally required to serve the welfare of society draws on a rival philosophical
tradition, that of moral consequentialism. The impression is that the new
racial nationalists treat affirmative action largely as a deontological imperative,
notwithstanding their insistence on its economic and social-welfare benefits.
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Is there any basis for deciding which philosophical-moral stance is the
more compelling in those instances where they appear to collide? Two
considerations weaken the force of demands that certain candidates should
be favoured for producer roles as a matter of fairness whatever the
consequences. One, already alluded to in the previous section, concerns the
criteria of fairness: whether the category of ‘black’ coincides as precisely as
it has done in the past with a uniform racial category can track as efficiently
as it did in the past those individuals in greatest need or whose redress
requirements are unmet. In the small minority of individual cases where it
does not, there is reason to doubt whether the deontological claim is itself
well founded.

Perhaps more fundamentally, service to others is built into the very
description and moral meaning of certain producer roles. These roles exist
in the first instance to satisfy consumer, client or citizen needs; they are not
available, except secondarily, as goods for redistribution in themselves.
Redress and redistribution can be achieved more directly by other
mechanisms, for example, progressive taxes, land distribution, social grants,
affordable public services and educational policies that impart socially
valued skills to the poor. These mechanisms themselves require skilled
practitioners of whatever race to administer them; other things being equal,
the more skilled they are, the more effective the redistribution. There must
of course be limits to how far the interests of producers can be subordinated
to those of consumers: producers are citizens too, and are entitled to live as
well as other citizens, and to be protected from exploitation and abuse. But
the producer-welfare imperative cannot obviate the importance of first
securing the technical skills inscribed in the producer roles that societies
valorise. A well-designed affirmative action programme will seek a more
reasonable balance between these imperatives than the new racial nationalism
seems committed to doing.

A crudely ‘postcolonial’ theory of knowledge and power
The new racial nationalism fixes on a theme illuminated by postcolonial
critical theory: the relationship between the coloniser and the colonised. For
cosmopolitan-minded postcolonial writers, that relationship is marked by
colonial domination and mutual antagonism but also by mutual desire and
transformation (see, for example, Said 1993). South Africa’s new racial
nationalists speak the language of more dichotomising postcolonial thinkers:
those who comprehensively indict western knowledge, power and values as
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primary and enduring sources of the pathologies of the global South. Mbeki-
ite racial nationalists were/are perhaps the clearest South African exemplars
of these contradictory affinities. Four of their ‘postcolonial’ preoccupations
are especially noteworthy.

First, Mbeki and like-minded intellectuals viewed the text as a central site
of oppression and resistance.  They interrogated newspapers, novels and
other media for colonial ‘subtexts’, and they understood their own written
output – whether in the form of commission reports, online columns or Mbeki
hagiographies – as a form of textual resistance to colonialism. Some such
fetish of the text’s cultural power runs through the way, in 2000, the Human
Rights Commission trawled South Africa’s print media for evidence of
subliminal racism, chalking up to racism criticism of the ANC government
from any quarter (even black and pro-struggle ones). Particularly suspect in
its eyes were criticisms that reinforced dominant stereotypes of blacks. But
since blacks are (allegedly) stereotypically incompetent and corrupt, any
criticism of the new government for mismanagement or malfeasance was, per
definition, stereotype-reinforcing and hence racist. For Mbeki and his circle,
the proper way to counter such stereotypes was not by prioritising competence
and transparency in government but by attacking the messenger.  The text
was the primary battlefield, not the putative facts of the matter (Glaser 2000,
Mbeki 2003: 85).

The same logic applied to the controversy over whether HIV caused
AIDS. Here the enemy was not simply a text but an entire discourse of
colonial domination, in this case biomedical. Mbeki and his supporters
engaged this scientific controversy primarily through an extended counter-
discourse on how colonialism generated disease-inducing poverty,
stereotyped blacks as promiscuous and subjected Africans to hazardous
medical experiments. True, Mbeki laid claim to scientific truth – he engaged
the technicalities of the dispute and championed scientific freedom. Yet he
seemed preoccupied above all with the cultural and political freight carried
by biomedical claims; with how they either reinforced or challenged the
‘omnipotent apparatus’ of colonial racism. He could not, it seems, accept as
conceivably true the proposition that sexual relations transmitted a virus
responsible for large-scale death in South Africa’s newly-liberated majority
population. Horror before the notion drove Mbeki to sift the internet for
evidence that AIDS was caused by poverty rather than a virus, that anti-
retroviral drugs were more dangerous than AIDS and that the medical
establishment had overstated HIV prevalence and AIDS mortality.11 It was
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in the same spirit that Mbeki designed public health policies that defied
global scientific wisdom.

The occult power of the textual and discursive became entangled, in the
Mbeki-ite reading, with a second postcolonial trope: distrust of dominant
forms of Western ‘knowledge’. Here again was ambiguity. Mbeki delighted
in the supposed discovery by geneticists that South Africa was a ‘cradle of
humankind’ (Mbeki 2003: 70). He wished to ready South Africans for an
information-driven global economy (Mbeki 2003: 76-77) and liked Western
scientific civilisation enough to join Afrocentrists in asserting an African
pedigree for it (Gevisser 2007: 728). But he and his allies increasingly came
to despise Western scientific-industrial power and to seek alliances with its
enemies of diverse provenance. They thus aligned themselves with a fringe
of AIDS dissidents and sponsored alternative treatments proffered by
holistic medicine practitioners, peddlers of untested concoctions and
traditional African healers (Cullinan and Thom  2009).

A third new nationalist motif is the effort to recover specifically African
knowledges and histories (‘subjugated knowledges’, in postcolonialist
terms). Much of this effort is salutary, like South Africa’s involvement in
preserving the Timbuktu manuscripts. Some is inclusive, even cosmopolitan
– see again the celebration of South Africa’s place in the history of modern
humans, but also the admission of indigenous languages, religious beliefs
and aesthetic cultures into the country’s public heritage on a basis of
equality. But there are problematic moments in this national-cultural recovery.
These are visible, again, in the championing of untested traditional medicines
and in the endorsement of hereditary rural authority and customary law. A
future danger is that patriarchal African ‘ways’ will be posited as superior,
because more authentic, than the modern and ostensibly ‘Western’ cultural
norms supporting South Africa’s liberal and social democracy. This danger
is heightened in a climate of alarm over crime and AIDS, developments
associated by many South Africans with the dissolution of traditional social
controls. Appeals in the name of African culture for deferential treatment of
older politicians offer a glimpse of where campaigns for ‘moral regeneration’
can lead. Further glimpses are offered by Zuma’s tacit approval of anti-gay
violence, sympathetic comments on the death penalty and proposal to exile
pregnant teenagers to remote boarding schools (Ismael and SAPA 2006,
Terreblanche 2008).

The recovery of tradition is one branch of the new nationalist enterprise
more comfortably accommodated by Zuma than by Mbeki. The former
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president hailed from a modernised Mfengu elite and was educated politically
by a father famously hostile to chiefs. Notwithstanding his partial rediscovery
of ethnic traditionalism later in his presidency (Gevisser 2007: 781, 792-3),
Mbeki allegedly remains contemptuous of the ‘Zulu peasant’ who succeeded
him to the ANC leadership. Zuma, by contrast, is a Zulu patriarch through
and through, replete with multiple wives, in some ways more a traditionalist
than a modern black nationalist. A detectable fault line runs between
modernist and traditionalist black nationalism, sometimes between black
nationalism and traditionalism as such. Urban middle-class black nationalists
may revel in exhibitions of black cultural authenticity, but during Zuma’s
battle for power some appeared nervous of handing political control to an
under-educated former herd boy and ‘tribalist’. Some also fretted about
Zuma’s populism, which mobilised a range of what educated urbanites
perceived as threateningly unsophisticated strata, including rural folk,
hostel residents, shack dwellers and semi-educated urban youth.

A fourth postcolonialist trope running through Mbeki-ism was pan-
Africanism, allied in turn to Third-Worldism. Determined to prove that Africa
was not the ‘hopeless continent’ (Mbeki 2003: 11) depicted by whites,
Mbeki’s government intervened to dampen Sub-Saharan Africa’s civil
conflicts and, more grandly, catalyse a continental ‘Renaissance’ of
cooperative development and ‘good governance’. Mbeki’s South Africa
also affirmed its place in the global South, viewed by the former President
as the collective victim of Northern white depredation (Mbeki 2003: 59, 92-
93). South Africa admirably joined poorer countries in a common front vis-
à-vis richer ones in trade negotiations and championed Third-World victims
of Western colonialism, notably the Palestinians. The downside of this
African and Southern solidarity was that Mbeki’s government repeatedly
offered diplomatic shelter to despotic regimes – like Zimbabwe, Sudan, China
and Burma – facing Western attack for their human rights violations. It
reacted with particular sensitivity to Western criticism of African leaders
(Mbeki 2003: 15-17, 111). Mbeki’s stance personifies a regressive variant of
anti-imperialism that deflects responsibility for the South’s plight onto
‘colonialists’ and downplays the predations of Third-World regimes upon
their own citizens – all this from a faction that also courted Western
investment and made sure not to raise the temperature of its anti-imperialist
rhetoric too dangerously high (see Bond 2004).
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Conclusion
The maladies flowing from the five conceptual premises identified here –
racialised moralism; teleological group essentialism; racial hyper-
proportionalism; racial producerism; and vulgar postcolonialism – can be
distilled into four. These are neglect of interpersonal equality and the poor;
gratuitous racialisation; incipient authoritarianism; and policy irrationalism.
A brief comment on each should serve to summarise the overall argument.

First, the new racial nationalism threatens an indifference towards poverty
and inequality – conditions which afflict its own constituency most deeply.
Sociologically we may view this neglect as a corollary of the new nationalism’s
anchorage in an upwardly-mobilising black elite. Philosophically it can be
tracked to two distinctive normative-strategic positions. These are a
prioritisation of intergroup justice over interpersonal equality and an
overextended application of the principle of racial proportionality to the
recruitment of persons into producer roles.  If the former provides a cover
for the new elite’s appropriation of collective black entitlements (as in the
case of ‘narrow’ BEE), the latter privileges these appropriative claims over
the needs of consumers, who suffer from the under-delivery of goods and
services by insufficiently skilled or experienced producers (as in the case of
both ‘narrow’ BEE  and dogmatic or cronyist variants of AA). The black poor
thus lose out in two dimensions: those of distributive justice (in their claim
to fair shares) and social welfare (in their claim to decent services).

Second, the conceptual premises yield a racially divisive politics that
sets race groups (not only blacks and whites) against each other and hobbles
efforts to build a territorial-civic citizenship. The new nationalism’s
divisiveness flows from its racial moralising and preoccupation with group-
based justice.  Racial unity is not a self-evidently trumping moral imperative.
If the new nationalists’ race-conscious politics was needed to address
inequality or to obtain full recognition of colonialism’s evil, a case could be
made for accepting its costs. In fact the new nationalists have never
explained satisfactorily why race-group equality should have priority over
interpersonal equality. And if greater interpersonal equality is the ideal, that
can be pursued in less divisive ways than is required by the fetish of
reiterative and proportionately-exact race representation. These alternatives
include moderate affirmative action but, even more importantly, a more
steeply progressive income tax, maximum wages, a basic income grant, well-
managed land reform, and improved public services.

Equally, the evil of apartheid can be acknowledged in ways that do not
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depend on the  symbolic assignment of shame or honour to whole groups.
Apartheid is best treated as an evil vanquished by non-racial democracy and
as a system of structured inquality incurring in-princible repayable moral
debts, rather than as a source of a permanent moral stain or privilege
attaching to particular bodies. Whites should be educated about past
iniquities and encouraged to see that the better-off among them (even those
born post-apartheid) have incurred obligations to the country’s black poor
as a result of these. It is politically more strategic and morally more attractive
to address the legacy of the past and persistent white racism by good
historical education and mobilising white input into the new order than it is
to subject whites to permanent moralised hositility of cultural Africanisation.
Particularly misguided is the discarding of white skills. If there is one
positive, forward-looking way that whites can give back to the country
(progressive taxation apart), it is through the contribution of their skills and
experience, acquired through historically privileged access to education and
jobs, to a common national effort.

This criticism of racial-nationalist excesses is not directed against all race-
conscious policymaking; nor is all post-1994 policy-making racial-nationalist.
By important measures whites have been treated generously since 1994 (for
whites qua members of the bourgeoisie, economic policy has been too
generous). Moderate affirmative action is surely needed to harness black
talent and, in some cases, to promote diversity and interpersonal justice. The
race-centric zealotry of the new nationalists is, however, not self-evidently
necessary to achieving these legitimate ends, any more than it is to achieving
service delivery to the masses. That is what makes it gratuitous.

Incipient authoritarianism is a third malady we have identified under
various heads. South Africa is a functional liberal democracy, and is so
largely because the ANC agreed to sign up to one. But few can doubt, either,
that this democracy faces threats. The new racial nationalism is, I suggest,
one source of them. The Mbeki-ites used the ‘race card’ to bully critics and
call in loyalties. It has also been deployed by members of the Zuma-allied
elite. Thus Zuma’s one-time attack dogs (but now sworn enemies), the ANC
Youth League, label party-political opponents as ‘colonialists’, ‘racist girls’
and ‘garden boys’. Normal democratic cut-and-thrust, or a threat to democratic
civility? Racial hyper-proportionalism rubs up against many citizens’
legitimate preferences (for particular sports, say, or to live in particular
provinces). A blanket dismissal of things supposedly ‘Western’ endangers
democratic values and institutions originally forged in progressive struggles
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against reactionary forces in ‘Western’ societies. And it opens the way to
hereditary, patriarchal and homophobic ‘traditional’ forces resembling those
against which democratic gains were earlier won in the West.

Finally, the new racial nationalism threatens a policy irrationalism that
confounds collective welfare. Two examples suffice: the policy on HIV/
AIDS that was responsible for probably over 300,000 unnecessary deaths;
and the degradation of South Africa’s well-established skills reservoir
(coupled to a reluctance to replenish it with immigration). These policies are
irrational because they defeat the objective of the governments that enacted
them, namely the upliftment of the black majority. They are in that sense
instrumentally irrational.

Nationalism can advance the cause of oppressed peoples. An adequate
liberal-egalitarian critique of nationalism must acknowledge its liberatory
possibilities, which in South Africa were expressed in the struggle of
movements like the ANC for equal democratic citizenship. They were
expressed, too, in efforts to achieve the substantive (in addition to formal)
incorporation of the black majority into the political and economic system.
Even so, nationalism’s liberatory possibilities compete with regressive
ones, and the implication of the preceding is that the racial nationalism that
first found favour in South Africa during the Mbeki years is regressive in
important ways.

Notes
1. In this sense one must distinguish former BC figures like Cheryl Carolus, Frank

Chikane, Mosioua Lekota, Trevor Manuel, Popo Molefe and Murphy Morobe
from later joiners like Azanian Peoples’ Organisation President Mosibudi
Mangena (who was appointed to Mbeki’s cabinet) and Mbeki’s Azapo legal
adviser Mojanku Gumbi. On BC’s influence under Mbeki, see Gumede (2002)
and Roberts (2007:276-7).

2. While they do not ignore race or stay out of racial controversies, both the South
African Communist Party and the Congress of South African Trade Unions
inherit non-racial traditions and criticise black business influence in the ANC.
COSATU rejected Mbeki’s racialised AIDS and Zimbabwe policies and recently
condemned proposed labour legislation that threatened to divide the working
class on African-coloured lines. The SACP recently traded verbal blows with
the ‘chauvinist’ ANCYL.

3. Nationalists eclipsed include – in addition to Gumbi and Mangena – Barney
Pityana, Thami Mazwai, Christine Qunta, Ronald Suresh Roberts, and Snuki
Zikalala. Black nationalists who aligned with Zuma include – in addition to
Manyi and Malema – John Hlophe (Western Cape Judge President), Malegapuru
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Makgoba (Vice Chancellor of the University of KwaZulu-Natal) and Mcebisi
Skwatsha (former Western Cape ANC leader, though Zuma subsequently turned
against him).

4. Liberal egalitarianism is the broad philosophical current established (or perhaps
revived) in the early 1970s by John Rawls. For an overview, see Kymlicka (2002:
ch.3). The current seeks to establish both just procedures for making distributive
allocations and just distributive outcomes. Its practitioners support relatively
radical egalitarian distributions while insistently defending individual liberty
and autonomy.

5. Mbeki invoked Senghorian themes (in Mbeki 2003:143) though on another
occasion appeared to reject them (see Roberts 2007: 283).

6. Asked whether an advantaged black applicant should get preference over a
disadvantaged white, Jimmy Manyi replied: ‘Racial oppression was not an
individual issue. To undo that you can’t go and look at individuals’. See his
interview given to Chris Barron (2009), Sunday Times, July 19. For a fuller
critique of such reasoning, see MacDonald (2006: 154-8) and Glaser (2007,
2010).

7. An ANC document in 1997 looked forward to ‘extending the power of  the
[National Liberation Movement] over all levers of power: the army, the police,
the bureaucracy, intelligence structures, the judiciary, parastatals and agencies
such as regulatory bodies, the public broadcaster, the central bank and so on’
(cited in Lodge 2002: 167).

8. I refer here to, amongst other developments, earlier rhetorical attacks on the
judiciary by Zuma allies, Zuma’s executive-minded appointments to the Judicial
Services Commission and Constitutional Court, the Protection of Information
Bill, the proposed Media Appeals Tribunal, SAFM’s ‘blacklisting’ of critics
and the Public Service Broadcasting Bill.

9. To illustrate: in a hypothetical country x where 98 per cent of a population
belongs to group y, proportionality permits no group other than y into a ten-man
team, producing homogeneity rather than diversity. But if the remaining 2 per
cent of the population is composed of nine groups other than y, diversity
maximisation grants each of ten groups one team place, thus maximising
heterogeneity.

10. The wilder possibilities of racial proportionalism were sighted during the
controversy sparked by a recently proposed amendment to Employment Equity
legislation. Critics held that the proposed legislation required employers to use
national rather than provincial demographics in determining the racial make-up
of their workforces and would force coloureds to leave the Western Cape on pain
of losing jobs to black Africans. They found ammunition in an earlier interview
given by Manyi as Director-General in the Department of Labour. Manyi argued
that coloureds were ‘oversupplied’ in the Western Cape and should move
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elsewhere for work (Hartley and De Lange 2011). He was effectively arguing that
South Africans should uproot from one province to another in order to ensure
that race groups form the same proportion of the population in each province
that they do nationally.

11. The key Mbeki-ite text on HIV/AIDS, possibly authored by Mbeki himself, was
the ANC discussion document ‘Castro Hlongwane, caravans, cats, geese, Foot
and Mouth and statistics: HIV/AIDS and the struggle for the humanisation of
the African’ (Anonymous 2002). See also Mbeki (2003: 70, 80, 116-7, 12) and
Roberts (2007: 180-239).
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